
 

Corporate Innovation Services  
Marketing Manager Job Description 
 
Title: Marketing Manager for Corporate Innovation Services  
Location: Hybrid role with a balance of remote work and working out of 1 or two of our 
hubs: Brighton and London 
Type of Role: Full Time  
Starting: May 2021 
Reporting to: Head of Marketing for Programmes  
 
About Plus X and Corporate Innovation Services  
 
Through our workspaces and business support programmes Plus X innovation hubs help ambitious 
entrepreneurs and companies to grow.  
 
The Corporate innovation Services team help corporates to collaborate with the world’s leading 
start-ups and scaleups to inspire their staff, solve their innovation challenges and invent the future 
of their industry. Corporate Innovation Services (CIS) help corporate organisations design and deliver 
the right collaborative innovation programmes to unlock potential at every step of the journey. 
Through internal workshops, consultancy, start-up challenges, accelerators or custom-built 
programmes – we design and deliver solutions tailored to individual innovation needs. 

One example of this work is the recently launched the Better World Collective (BWC) , which focuses 
on driving change around sustainable materials. The BWC connects change-makers in global 
business, innovators in sustainable materials, government policy makers and education partners to 
collaborate, invent, manufacture and deploy new sustainable materials to transform the health of 
our planetary and human life. 

The main priority of this role is to help us build our marketing strategy around launch, awareness 
and engagement for our Corporate Innovation Services and programmes.  

 
Overview of Role: 
 
This is an exciting time to join Plus X as we grow. The Marketing Manager will join at a pivotal 
moment as we build out the Corporate Innovation area of the business. 
 
We are looking for an energetic, savvy marketeer to be part of the core team. Someone who can 
help us build on, and raise awareness of our Corporate Innovation Services, starting with Better 
World Collective. You will have a passion and knowledge for impact led marketing, and ideally a 
particular interest around sustainability, sustainable materials and circular economy. This is a great 
opportunity to join a newly formed team and feed into the creation and development of the 
programmes and product market fit.  
 



This role will require someone with the proven ability of taking ideas from concept to market. We 
are looking for someone who is confident in managing competing priorities, is equally good at 
strategizing, executing and creativity. The role requires someone who can work cross functionally 
across the business as well as with our external partners. 
 
 
About you:  

+ Passion for innovation and sustainability (knowledge of innovation in sustainability and/or 
sustainable materials is a plus but not required) 

+ Experience with corporate organisations and/or multinational organisations 

+ Experience working with external agencies and suppliers  

+ Experience managing multiple stakeholders  

+ Takes initiative, ownership, and pride in your work 

+ Proven creativity and the ability to deliver fresh and impactful/original campaigns 
 
 
Skills & Responsibilities:  

+ Develop and execute the marketing strategy for Corporate Innovation Services alongside the 
Head of Marketing for Programmes  

+ Collaborating with our Central Content Manager and Graphic Designer on required content 
and assets 

+ Supporting events from inception to execution with experience using Eventbrite and Zoom 
or other online event platforms as well as IRL events  

+ Managing joint marketing opportunities with external partners 

+ Proficient in email marketing and CRM, including newsletter  

+ Excellent copywriter with experience writing blogs for a corporate audience 

+ Experience executing social media campaigns  

+ Ability to work cross functionally across the organisation  

+ Manage and plan competing priorities 
 
Minimum Qualifications: 

+ 5+ years in a similar role  

+ Experience with corporate organisation and/or multinational organisations 
 
To apply for this role please email your CV to Richard Brady <richard@fierlo.com> 
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